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An astonishing aspect of human cognitive flexibility concerns the ability to efficiently convert complex symbolic
instructions into novel behaviors. In such ability, the rapid transformation of relevant content into action plans is
particularly crucial as it allows for reflexive, automatic-like execution of merely instructed task sets. However,
little is known about the mechanisms that give rise to this transformation. In the current study, we test the
hypothesis that novel instructions held in working memory are reformatted into action-oriented representations
when selective attention prioritizes their content. To do so, we devised a paradigm in which participants first
encoded 4 S-R mappings and later, a retro-cue selected two of them. We first found that participants can benefit
from retro-cues during the implementation of novel task-sets. Then, across two preregistered experiments, we
observed that cued mappings (but not uncued ones) induced intention-based reflexivity, suggesting that only
these entered an action-oriented state. Altogether, our results reveal that selective attention prioritizes relevant
novel instructed content, playing an important role in its prospective reformatting into an action-bound task set.

1. Introduction
The ability to rapidly learn new behaviors based on instructions is a
distinctive aspect that separates humans from other species (Cole,
Laurent, & Stocco, 2013), allowing us to achieve some of the most
advanced forms of collaborative behavior. Consider the interaction
between air traffic controllers and pilots, in which a mutual understanding of complex symbolic instructions is required to ensure successful functioning of congested air spaces. In such a situation, efficient
performance depends on several steps. At least, the content and
meaning of the instructions have to be encoded first, then rapidly
transformed into action codes, and finally executed, all in a matter of
seconds. The transformation from encoded content to action plans, a
process often called proceduralization (Brass, Liefooghe, Braem, & De
Houwer, 2017), is particularly crucial, as most of what makes instructions following unique (e.g. speed and reflexivity) critically depends on
it. However, given the challenging nature of its computations, how this
transformation takes place is currently unknown (Brass et al., 2017).
In the last years, significant effort has been devoted to characterize
the phenomenon of Intention-Based Reflexivity (IBR; Braem, Liefooghe,
De Houwer, Brass, & Abrahamse, 2017; Liefooghe & De Houwer, 2018;
Liefooghe, De Houwer, & Wenke, 2013; Liefooghe, Wenke, & De
Houwer, 2012; Meiran, Cole, & Braver, 2012; Meiran, Pereg, Kessler,
⁎

Cole, & Braver, 2015b). The IBR effect refers to the reflexive activation
of responses on the basis of merely instructed stimulus-response (S-R)
mappings, even when these are task-irrelevant and they have not been
overtly executed before (Cohen-Kdoshay & Meiran, 2007; Liefooghe
et al., 2012; Liefooghe et al., 2013; Meiran et al., 2015b; Wenke,
Gaschler, Nattkemper, & Frensch, 2009). IBR also impacts brain activity, as revealed by electroencephalography studies showing that
novel S-R associations induce reflexive motor activation (Everaert,
Theeuwes, Liefooghe, & De Houwer, 2014; Meiran, Pereg, Kessler, Cole,
& Braver, 2015a). Altogether, these findings suggest that the intention
to execute a recently encoded instruction configures this instruction in
an action-bound format that is activated in an almost reflexive manner
when the associated stimulus is encountered again. However, several
studies have shown that IBR effects depend at least partially on strategic processes (Whitehead & Egner, 2018). For instance, IBR primarily
takes place when participants intend to implement upcoming instructions, but not when they prepare to simply memorize the contents of SR mappings (Liefooghe et al., 2012; but see Liefooghe & De Houwer,
2018), and the extent of this effect depends on the degree of proactive
task preparation (Liefooghe et al., 2013; Meiran et al., 2015a, 2015b,
Experiment 4; Wenke et al., 2009). Neuroimaging studies have also
shown that when preparing to implement, in contrast to just memorize,
different brain regions coordinate to bridge novel stimuli and responses
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(Demanet et al., 2016; González-García, Arco, Palenciano, Ramírez, &
Ruz, 2017; Hartstra, Kühn, Verguts, & Brass, 2011; Palenciano,
González-García, Arco, & Ruz, 2018), and that the intention to implement transforms the underlying neural code (Bourguignon, Braem,
Hartstra, De Houwer, & Brass, 2018; Muhle-Karbe, Duncan, De Baene,
Mitchell, & Brass, 2017). This dissociation between “knowing” (retaining task knowledge) and “doing” (successfully executing an instruction) is further supported by goal-neglect effects in patients and
healthy population (Bhandari & Duncan, 2014; Duncan, Emslie,
Williams, Johnson, & Freer, 1996). Altogether, these findings suggest
that preparing to implement a novel instruction constitutes a separate
neurocognitive state that, beyond just maintaining task knowledge in a
declarative-like state, activates procedural (action-oriented) representations (Brass et al., 2017; Wenke et al., 2009), thus leading to
IBR effects. Still, the precise mechanisms underlying the transformation
of encoded information into a procedural state remain unexplored.
In parallel, in the neighboring field of working memory (WM), theoretical models and experimental results suggest that WM systems operate under two functional states (Oberauer, 2009), similar to the ones
proposed to underlie instructions following: 1) information held in mind
without an action plan (i.e. declarative), and 2) action-oriented prioritized content (i.e. procedural). Recent work in this field has put forward
some suggestive ideas about how information can be reformatted from
declarative to procedural WM. Much of this work has benefitted from the
use of retro-cues, that is, a cue that selects retrospectively a subset of
items already encoded in WM (Souza & Oberauer, 2016). Importantly, in
contrast with pre-cues (which appear before the occurrence of relevant
stimuli), retro-cues do not bias the detection nor the initial (e.g. perceptual) processing of cued information and therefore operate exclusively on WM contents. These accounts propose that attentional selection (for instance, elicited by retro-cues) might work not only as a
prioritization tool that leverages the capacity limits of WM systems, but
also as a bridge between WM states. Specifically, attention directed towards specific WM content by retro-cues would not only select relevant
declarative representations but also reconfigure them into a behavioroptimized format (Myers, Chekroud, Stokes, & Nobre, 2018; Myers,
Stokes, & Nobre, 2017). Given the resemblance of this process to task set
formation we reasoned that, within this framework, the representation of
novel task sets in an action-oriented format could be conceptualized as
the behavior-optimized state that allows for the successful execution of
instructions. In this regard, the fact that proceduralization seems to depend on capacity-limited WM systems (Brass et al., 2017; Liefooghe
et al., 2012) that benefit from prioritization mechanisms (Oberauer,
2013) hints a particularly crucial role of attentional selection. Thus, an
important question that remains unanswered is whether attentional selection constitutes a fundamental step within the proceduralization
chain, which likely encompasses other processes, such as the intention to
implement (Brass et al., 2017). That is, whether attentional selection
contributes in the initial prioritization of instructed contents for their
transformation into action codes.
In the present study, we tested the hypothesis that selective attention over instructed task sets, via retro-cues, would reformat them into
an action-oriented representation, therefore enhancing IBR effects. In
Experiment 1, we sought to obtain initial evidence that participants
could benefit from the use of retro-cues in a context of implementation
of novel instructions. To do so, we devised a paradigm that combined
retro-cues with the traditional inducer tasks used in previous IBR experiments (Liefooghe et al., 2012; Meiran et al., 2015b). In this experiment, participants encoded 4 novel S-R associations at the beginning of each trial. Subsequently, a valid or neutral retro-cue could select
a subset of these S-R associations. Finally, a stimulus would appear as a
target, prompting participants to provide the associated response. This
setting allowed us to test whether valid, compared to neutral retro-cues,
enhanced execution of novel instructions. Next, in Experiments 2 and 3,
we introduced a secondary task (i.e. diagnostic trials) between the
retro-cue and the target, requiring responses that would or would not

overlap with the instructed S-R mappings, thus leading to compatibility
effects (i.e. IBR). This allowed us to assess the effect of attentional selection in proceduralization. Specifically, if attentional selection helps
in prioritizing information into a behavior-optimized state, then we
should observe an enhanced IBR effect for those mappings selected by
the retro-cue. Importantly, the fact that retro-cues operate on WM
contents ensured identical processing of instructed mappings and in
principle a similar declarative representation of such content regardless
of the selection instantiated by the retro-cue. Therefore, any modulation of the IBR effect due to selection could arise only as a consequence
of a transformation of already encoded content.
2. Experiment 1
2.1. Method
2.1.1. Participants
A sample of 36 Dutch-native, undergraduate students (2 males, mean
age = 19.2, SD = 3.6), with normal or corrected-to-normal vision, from
Ghent University participated in exchange for course credits. Sample size
was estimated a priori (PANGEA; https://jakewestfall.shinyapps.io/
pangea/) to detect a medium effect size (d = 0.40) with a power of 0.80
using two repeated measurements (valid and neutral trials). Four participants were excluded from the analysis due to low accuracy (> 2 standard
deviations of the across-participants mean) in the inducer task and/or
memory probes.1 Participants signed an informed consent form before
participating in the study, which was carried out in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki. Data are available at https://osf.io/u8y9c.
2.1.2. Materials
S-R associations were created combining images with words that
indicated the response finger. Given the prerequisite of novel S-R associations on each trial (see below), images of animate (non-human
animals) and inanimate (vehicles and instruments) items were compiled from different available databases (Brady, Konkle, Alvarez, &
Oliva, 2008; Brady, Konkle, Alvarez, & Oliva, 2013; Brodeur, Guérard,
& Bouras, 2014; Griffin, Holub, & Perona, 2006; Konkle, Brady, Alvarez,
& Oliva, 2010), creating a pool of 1550 unique pictures (770 animate
items, 780 inanimate). To increase perceptual similarity and facilitate
recognition, the background was removed from all images, items were
centered in the canvas, and images were converted to black and white.
2.1.3. Procedure
The study was individually carried out in a dimly illuminated and
soundproof room. The task was presented to participants in Psychopy
(Peirce, 2007). Participants first performed a practice session in which
they were trained on the main task. The mean accuracy was computed
every 16 trials, and participants had to repeat the practice (with new S-R
mappings) until their mean accuracy was above 85%, or after a total of
64 trials. The unique mappings used during the practice were not repeated during the main task. Immediately after the practice session,
participants performed the main task, which had 4 blocks of 64 trials
each. Half of the trials included 100% valid retro-cues, while in the other
half, neutral retro-cues appeared. Between each block, participants were
allowed to take short breaks. The duration of the study was ~75 min.
Each trial of the task (for a visual representation see Fig. 1A) started
with a white fixation cross prompting participants to hold the spacebar
with their thumbs to see 4 new S-R mappings.2 Two of these mappings
1
The final sample thus was valid to detect a medium effect size (d = 0.40)
with a power of 0.76.
2
We decided to use 4 S-R mappings for several reasons. IBR is thought to
depend on a capacity-limited system and therefore it is primarily observed
when the number of instructed mappings is restricted to a relatively low
amount. Specifically, previous studies have not observed IBR effects when
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Fig. 1. General paradigm and trial procedures. (A)
Trial procedure for Experiment 1. At the beginning of
each inducer trial, participants were instructed 4
novel S-R associations. Immediately after, a retro-cue
appeared. Valid retro-cues (50% of trials) selected
one side of the screen (e.g. right), and therefore cued
2 of the encoded associations. Neutral retro-cues
selected the 4 mappings. In 75% of trials, a target
consisting of one of the selected stimuli was displayed, prompting participants to execute its associated response. In the remaining trials, a memory
probe appeared. (B) Trial procedure including diagnostic trials, used in Experiments 2 and 3. In 75% of
trials, the retro-cue was followed by a 750 ms CTI
and a diagnostic image. During diagnostic trials,
participants had to respond to the color of the image
with responses that could overlap with the instructed
S-R mapping. After the diagnostic trial, or immediately after the CTI in the remaining 25% of
trials, the probe appeared. In Experiment 3, to reduce the demands of memory probes, participants
were probed on only 1 S-R mapping (as depicted in
the figure). Also in Experiment 3, the duration of the
encoding-retro-cue interval was either 0 or 1000 ms.

included animate items and the other 2 inanimate objects. The four
mappings referred to bimanual responses (“middle” or “index” fingers
from both hands, corresponding to “d”, “k”, and “s”, “l” keys, respectively).3 Each mapping (i.e. the association between responses and
specific images) was presented just once during the entire experiment
to prevent the formation of long-term memory traces (Meiran et al.,
2015b). Moreover, the specific response could not be predicted based
on the spatial location of the S-R association (i.e. mappings could appear in any of the four possible locations regardless of the required
response). The encoding phase on each trial was self-paced, and
therefore mappings remained on screen for as long as participants held
the spacebar or for a maximum of 10 s. Immediately after the encoding
screen, the next screen displayed a retro-cue (arrow centered in the
middle of the screen, pointing to the left, to the right, or both sides).
The retro-cue was on the screen for 1 s and followed by a fixation point,
which was displayed for 750 ms (CTI; cue-target interval). Directly after
the CTI, an inducer task target (2 s; 75% of trials) or a memory probe
(4 s; 25% of trials) was displayed. Target screens displayed the image of
one of the selected mappings, which prompted participants to execute
the response associated with that image. Memory probes displayed
again 4 S-R mappings and prompted participants to answer whether
these were identical to the ones presented during the encoding phase of

that trial by pressing the two left fingers for yes (keys “s” and “d”) or the
two right fingers for no (keys “k” and “l”). These probes were included
to force participants to hold a declarative-like representation of all 4 SR mappings, regardless of the retro-cue validity.4 Importantly, the
retro-cue was relevant for the inducer task target but never for memory
probes. Last, a red fixation cross appeared between trials for 2 s (ITI;
inter-trials interval).
2.1.4. Design
A within-participant design with one factor (Validity; neutral vs.
valid retro-cue; 50% of trials each) was employed. Reaction Times (RT)
and error rates during the target and memory screens were used as
dependent variables. To test the effect of validity, paired t-tests (or
Wilcoxon tests when the normality assumption was violated) were
carried out for each dependent measure. All analyses (also in
Experiments 2 and 3) were performed in JASP (JASP Team, 2018).
2.2. Results
A paired Wilcoxon test5 on the RTs of the inducer task revealed faster
RTs after valid (M = 943 ms, SD = 153), compared to neutral
4
To ensure that memory screen tested for the recall of the four mappings and
not of a specific perceptual template (e.g. the location of each image on the
screen), the location of two of the mappings was shuffled in half of the trials and
we counterbalanced whether this shuffling occurred in the cued or uncued
subset of mappings. Participants were instructed to answer “yes” in cases where
the specific mappings remained identical to those in encoding, regardless of
their position in the probe screen. To reduce memory load, the labels “correct”
and “incorrect” were displayed on the left and right sides of the screen during
memory probes.
5
A Shapiro-Wilk test suggested a significant deviation from normality,
p < 0.001.

(footnote continued)
instructing 4 mappings (Liefooghe et al., 2012). Therefore, we reasoned that
presenting 4 mappings would, first, prevent participants from proceduralizing
the mappings before the retro-cue while keeping them in a declarative-like
state, and second, enhance the strategic value of the retro-cue, as efficient
implementation would be only possible after selecting a subset of all the encoded instructions.
3
This choice (instead of the more frequent left vs. right responses) was made
to reduce the likelihood of automatic motor activations during the encoding
phase (Bundt, Bardi, Abrahamse, Brass, & Notebaert, 2015).
3
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recall benefit needed not be prioritized by the retro-cue in our experiment. This issue is further discussed in Experiments 2 and 3.
In sum, Experiment 1 reveals an effect of validity in the implementation of novel S-R mappings. In Experiment 2, we sought to
assess the specific effect of retro-cues on the representation of these
mappings. More specifically, we wanted to investigate whether retrocues establish intention-based reflexivity.
3. Experiment 2
Although Experiment 1 shows that the retrospective selection of
novel instructions benefits execution, it is agnostic regarding the effect
of retro-cues on the representational state of instructed mappings. In
Experiment 2, we specifically tested the hypothesis that internal attention selectively prioritizes relevant instructed content, enhancing
the transformation into an action-oriented representation. To do so, we
extended the paradigm of Experiment 1 to include a secondary, diagnostic task that induced compatible or incompatible responses with the
instructed mappings. Thus, this experiment capitalized on 1) retro-cues
to prioritize specific representations from WM, and 2) compatibility
effects to track the degree of reflexivity of selected vs. unselected representations. Specifically, in this experiment, we set out to assess
whether IBR effects arise primarily for those instructions that are
prioritized (i.e. selected) in working memory.
The research questions, hypotheses and analysis plan of Experiment
2 were pre-registered prior to data collection. The pre-registration report and data of this experiment are available at https://osf.io/u8y9c.

Fig. 2. Mean reaction times for probes (left) and recall error rate (right). Results
are depicted for each validity condition separately. As reported in the results
sections, RTs differed significantly in neutral and valid trials, whereas recall
was equated in these two conditions. Stars denote significant differences
(p < 0.05, paired Wilcoxon test). All error bars represent within-participant
standard error mean (Morey, 2008).

(M = 985 ms, SD = 144) retro-cues (W31,1 = 78, p < 0.001, effect
size = 0.7; Fig. 2, left). In contrast, no differences were found on error
rates (M valid = 7.67%, SD valid = 5.74%; M neutral = 7.74%, SD
neutral = 5.5%; t31,1 = 0.12, p = 0.45, Cohen's d = 0.02). To test the
reliability of such null effect, we performed equivalence tests using the
methodology proposed in Lakens (2017). Specifically, we followed a
TOST procedure, in which we first set upper and lower bounds based on
standardized effect size (Cohen's d = 0.5) and considered results within
these bounds as candidates for the absence of an effect. Then, two onesided t-test were performed, comparing the observed value against the
two boundaries (Lakens, 2017). An effect is considered absent when it is
statistically below the higher bound and above the lower bound. When
looking at error rates during the inducer task, this is precisely what we
observed (upper t31,1 = −2.95, p = 0.003; lower t31,1 = 2.70,
p = 0.006), suggesting statistically equivalent error rates in valid and
neutral trials. Regarding memory probes, reaction times were faster for
neutral (M = 2587 ms, SD = 277) than for valid trials (M = 2634,
SD = 218; t31,1 = 2.26, p = 0.03, Cohen's d = 0.4). However, a paired ttest revealed no differences in recall performance after valid (M error
rate = 17.8%, SD = 10%) and neutral (M = 17.8%, SD = 9%) trials
(t31,1 = 0.047, p = 0.96, Cohen's d = 0.008; Fig. 2 right). A TOST
equivalence test revealed that recall performance after valid and neutral
trials were statistically equivalent (upper t31,1 = −2.78, p = 0.005;
lower t31,1 = 2.88, p = 0.004).

3.1. Methods
3.1.1. Participants
A total of 34 undergraduate students (14 males, mean age = 20.7,
SD = 2.24) from Ghent University participated in exchange for course
credits. All participants were native Dutch speakers and had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision. Given that the results of this experiment
rely on compatibility effects between an inducer and a secondary task
we expected a smaller effect size compared to Experiment 1. Thus, to
achieve a power of 0.80 with an expected low-medium effect size of
d = 0.3, the required sample was 34 participants. Three participants
were excluded from the analysis due to low accuracy in the inducer
task, diagnostic, and/or the memory probe. One additional participant
failed to finish the task and therefore was excluded, resulting in a final
sample of 30 participants.6 The study was carried out in accordance
with the Declaration of Helsinki and participants signed a consent form
before participating in the study.
3.1.2. Materials
As in Experiment 1, the same pool of images was used. Additionally,
in diagnostic trials, participants had to respond to the color of the item
(see Procedure below). Therefore, two color versions (one in pink, and
one in yellow) of each of the images were created. To reduce the
likelihood of processing the color without processing the identity of the
image the color was limited to the item itself while keeping the background of the image in white.

2.3. Discussion
These results are in line with previous observations showing that
participants can benefit from retro-cues (see Souza & Oberauer, 2016)
and, for the first time, extend these effects to the implementation of
novel S-R mappings, as revealed by faster responses to targets in valid
trials. Still, recall accuracy was not modulated by cue validity. This
pattern of results suggests that retro-cues elicit the selection of the cued
representations, which speeds up performance but still does not impair
the initial representation of uncued mappings (Myers et al., 2018). This
could be at least partially due to task requirements, which render uncued mappings potentially relevant, therefore making it inefficient to
drop them from memory. Still, one might wonder why we did not observe a benefit in recall for valid trials, consistent with previous reports
in the retro-cue literature. As explained before, retro-cues in this experiment refer to targets and not to memory probes and therefore retrocue information can be rendered irrelevant in memory screens. In other
words, whatever representation should be selected to observe such a

3.1.3. Procedure
The inducer task remained identical to Experiment 1, except for the
fact that only valid trials were used now. After the encoding phase and
the retro-cue, a fixation point was displayed for 750 ms. In 75% of the
trials, this interval was followed by a single diagnostic image (until
participants' response or a maximum of 2 s). Diagnostic images consisted
of color versions of the same images used in the encoding phase.
6
The final sample thus was valid to detect a low-medium effect size (d = 0.3)
with a power of 0.79.

4
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Participants were instructed to always press both index fingers (“d”, “k”
keys) if the image was colored in pink, and both middle fingers (“s”, “l”
keys) if the image appeared in yellow. These responses overlapped with
those of the inducer task, and therefore could be compatible or incompatible with the instructed mappings. In the remaining 25% of trials,
no diagnostic tasks were included.7 After the diagnostic task, or directly
after the CTI in trials with no diagnostic tasks, a target (75% of trials) or a
memory probe (25% of trials) appeared. As in Experiment 1, the location
of two of the mappings (the selected or unselected subset) was shuffled in
half of the memory screens. Given the absence of neutral trials in Experiment 2, this manipulation allowed us to measure the impact of the
retro-cue on memory performance by comparing the recall rate when the
shuffling occurred on the cued or the uncued side of the screen. Last, a
red fixation cross was displayed between trials for 1 s (ITI).
Participants completed a total of 192 trials, from which 144 (75%)
included one diagnostic task. Among all diagnostic trials, there were 36
observations per design cell (selected compatible, selected incompatible, unselected compatible, unselected incompatible). Of these
36 observations, 75% were followed by an inducer task probe, whereas
25% were followed by a memory probe.
Prior to the main task, two practice sessions took place. During the
first one, participants practiced exclusively the inducer task, without
diagnostic trials. After a maximum of 16 trials, the mean accuracy was
computed. Participants had to repeat this practice block until their mean
accuracy was above 85% or after a maximum of 64 trials. Afterward,
participants performed the second practice session, which included both
the inducer and the diagnostic tasks. Participants performed eight complete trials (including diagnostic tasks). This practice repeated until their
accuracy was above 85% or after 4 blocks of eight trials. S-R mappings
were always novel during the practice sessions and were not used during
the main task. The total duration of the experiment was ~75 min.

3.2.2. Diagnostic trials – unplanned analysis
After following the preregistered analysis plan, we observed that the
chosen cutoff of ± 2 s.d. was filtering out a large portion of diagnostic
trials (average of 18% of correct trials per participant). At this point, we
decided to perform a new, unplanned analysis using a more lenient filter
of ± 3 s.d. (which removed an average of 3% of correct trials per participant). When trimming the data with this new cutoff, an ANOVA on the
IES revealed a significant main effect of Selection (F29,1 = 5.45, p = 0.027,
η2p = 0.16), whereas the effect of Compatibility did not reach significance
(F29,1 = 3.96, p = 0.056, η2p = 0.12). Crucially, the interaction of both
factors was significant (F29,1 = 4.63, p = 0.04, η2p = 0.14; see Fig. 3).
Planned comparisons further revealed significant differences between
compatible (M = 1062 ms, SD = 199) and incompatible trials (M = 1120,
SD = 246) of mappings selected by the retro-cue (F29,1 = 8.7, p = 0.006,
η2p = 0.14), whereas no differences were found between trials compatible
(M = 1129, SD = 273) and incompatible (M = 1129, SD = 257) with
unselected mappings (F < 1). When using RTs and error rates alone, the
interaction effect did not reach significance, but the same pattern was
found numerically (see Table 4 for descriptive statistics and Table 5 for full
ANOVA results using RTs. For error rates, see Tables 1 and 3).
3.2.3. Inducer task
Participant performed overall well in targets (M error rate = 0.11,
SD = 0.07) and memory screens (M = 0.18, SD = 0.09). Critically, performance in all memory conditions was significantly higher than chance
(one-sample t-test against 0.50; all ts > 8.5, all ps < 0.001, all ds >
1.56), suggesting that regardless of their selection status, all mappings
were represented optimally. Despite the retro-cue did not predict the
type of memory probe, a shuffling of the position of S-R associations
could occur in the selected or the unselected subset of instructions. This
allowed us to assess whether selection and the subsequent proceduralization (as revealed by diagnostic trials) had any effect on the declarative-like representation of mappings. To do so, we carried out repeated-measures ANOVAs with the factors Hit (whether the memory
probe matched [hit] or not [no hit] the encoding screen) and Shuffle
(whether the position of the selected or unselected mappings was shuffled compared to the encoding screen) on the error rates and RTs. As for
error rates, neither the main effects of Hit (F = 1.1, p = 0.303) and
Shuffle (F = 1.05, p = 0.313) nor the interaction component (F < 1)
were significant. When using RTs, the analysis revealed faster reaction
times for mismatching memory screens (F29,1 = 49.36, p < 0.001,
η2p = 0.63), probably reflecting the lower computational requirements of
detecting a mismatch compared to exhaustively confirming a matching
screen. Still, no differences were found between trials in which position
shuffling occurred on the selected or the unselected mappings (F < 1).
The interaction component was not significant either (F < 1). To explore the link between compatibility effects and memory performance,
we extracted a compatibility index for each participant by subtracting
the IES score in selected compatible trials to the score in selected incompatible trials. We then correlated this value with the individual mean
memory performance, as well as with the mean encoding time of each
participant (i.e. the time they held the spacebar during encoding), which
in principle could modulate the fidelity of declarative representations.
We found no significant correlations between the compatibility index
and the remaining variables (all ps > 0.05). A Bayesian counterpart of
this analysis provided anecdotal evidence for a correlation with error
rates (r = 0.34, BF10 = 1.19), suggesting that, if anything, increased reflexivity was linked to overall worse memory performance.8

3.1.4. Design
A within-participant design with two factors (Selection: diagnostic
image corresponding to retro-cued (selected)/uncued mappings;
Compatibility: compatible, incompatible responses between the inducer
and the diagnostic tasks) was employed. As stated in the pre-registered
report, based on previous studies (Liefooghe & De Houwer, 2018; Meiran
& Pereg, 2017) and pilot data, we expected a compound measure such as
Inverse Efficiency Scores (IES) to be a more sensitive measure of compatibility effects in this experimental setting, compared to RTs or error rate
alone (Townsend & Ashby, 1983). Therefore, we focused on this dependent variable during diagnostic trials. To obtain IES, we divided each
participant's mean trimmed RT (within ± 2 s.d. of each participant's
mean) of a design cell by the percentage of accurate responses. To test the
effect of selection and compatibility, a repeated-measures ANOVA was
carried out. To assess the effect of selection on probes, RTs and error rates
in targets and memory screens were also used as dependent measures.
3.2. Results
3.2.1. Diagnostic trials
A repeated-measures ANOVA on the IES revealed a significant main
effect of Selection (F29,1 = 4.26, p = 0.048, η2p = 0.13) and Compatibility
(F29,1 = 5.77, p = 0.02, η2p = 0.16), whereas the Selection ×
Compatibility interaction did not reach significance (F29,1 = 3.31,
p = 0.08, η2p = 0.1). Numerically, similar results were found when using
RTs or error rates alone (see Table 1 for descriptive statistics and Tables 2
and 3 for full ANOVA results using RTs and error rates).
7

Trials with zero diagnostic tasks were included to ensure that participants
would actively try to implement the selected mappings. Otherwise, retro-cues
would always be followed by a diagnostic screen and not the probe. In this case,
participants could strategically decide to not prepare after the retro-cue and
wait until the diagnostic task had finished (Meiran et al., 2015b).

8
This analysis further provided support for a null correlation (Jeffreys, 1998)
between compatibility index and RTs in memory probes (r = −0.09,
BF10 = 0.25), and inconclusive evidence for the correlation with encoding time
(r = −0.27, BF10 = 0.6).
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Table 1
Descriptive statistics (mean and standard deviation) for diagnostic trials of
Experiment 2.
Measure

RTs
ER
IES

Selected

Table 4
Descriptive statistics (mean and standard deviation) for diagnostic trials of
Experiment 2 ( ± 3 s.d. filter).

Unselected

Measure

Compatible

Incompatible

Compatible

Incompatible

999 (171)
0.03 (0.03)
1037 (191)

1013 (165)
0.06 (0.05)
1081 (225)

1010 (187)
0.06 (0.06)
1084 (249)

1020 (183)
0.06 (0.06)
1089 (232)

RTs
IES

Sum of
squares

df

Mean
square

F

p

η2p

2445
66,419
4364
44,242
119
60,646

1
29
1
29
1
29

2445
2290
4394
1525
119
2091

1.068

0.310

0.036

Compatible

Incompatible

Compatible

Incompatible

1010 (167)
1048 (187)

1025 (173)
1093 (232)

1027 (189)
1101 (247)

1030 (180)
1099 (228)

2.880

0.100

0.090

0.057

0.813

0.002

Selection
Residual
Compatibility
Residual
Selection ∗ Compatibility
Residual

Sum of
squares

df

Mean
square

F

p

η2p

3334
62,840
2156
50,895
1077
62,523

1
29
1
29
1
29

3334
2167
2156
1755
1077
2156

1.539

0.225

0.050

1.229

0.277

0.041

0.500

0.485

0.017

Note. Type III sum of squares.

Note. Type III sum of squares.

state. This prioritization, in turn, updates the format of selected tasks
into a reflexive-like (Liefooghe et al., 2012; Meiran et al., 2015b), behavior-optimized representation (Myers et al., 2017). An outstanding
question is whether such a mechanism implies a zero-sum game, in
which benefits for cued mappings come at a cost for the uncued ones.
The alternative is that prioritization renders cued items into a privileged state without hindering the representation of other items that
might still be relevant (Myers et al., 2017). The results of Experiment 2
seem to be in line with the latter interpretation. First, results in the
diagnostic trials suggest a benefit for selected compatible trials, rather
than a cost for unselected mappings. Second, despite the specific IBR
effects for selected mappings, recall was not modulated by selection,
suggesting that participants can hold the initial, declarative-like representation of all (selected and unselected) instructions. Still, this
pattern of results could partially be due to the complex nature of the
memory probes, in which 4 mappings were presented at the same time,
potentially masking any subtle influence of selection. In Experiment 3,
we set out to explore this possibility and, importantly, replicate the
selective IBR effect in the diagnostic trials.

Table 3
ANOVA results of Experiment 2 using error rates.

Selection
Residual
Compatibility
Residual
Selection ∗ Compatibility
Residual

Unselected

Table 5
ANOVA results of Experiment 2 using RTs ( ± 3 s.d. filter).

Table 2
ANOVA results of Experiment 2 using RTs.

Selection
Residual
Compatibility
Residual
Selection ∗ Compatibility
Residual

Selected

Sum of
squares

df

Mean
square

F

p

η2p

0.005
0.059
0.003
0.033
0.004
0.061

1
29
1
29
1
29

0.005
0.002
0.003
0.001
0.004
0.002

2.690

0.112

0.085

2.319

0.139

0.074

1.964

0.172

0.063

Note. Type III sum of squares.

4. Experiment 3
A further consideration of the previous experiment is that, given
that the retro-cue appears immediately after the encoding screen, our
results could be partially driven by iconic memory traces (Souza &
Oberauer, 2016). To test whether selective prioritization of task sets can
occur beyond the realm of iconic memory, we manipulated the retention interval between the encoding screen and the onset of the retrocue. Based on the consistent finding that retro-cue benefits go above
and beyond selective read-outs from iconic memory (Souza & Oberauer,
2016), we predicted that prioritization (i.e. compatibility effects) would
also take place, perhaps even to a larger extent, in trials with larger
retention intervals. Last, we modified the nature of the memory task,
reducing its complexity, to test if the potential effects of selection of
task sets on recall could be captured in such a setting.
The research questions, hypotheses and analysis plan of Experiment
3 were pre-registered prior to data collection. The pre-registration report and data can be found at https://osf.io/u8y9c.

Fig. 3. Mean inverse efficiency scores during diagnostic trials of Experiment 2.
Results are depicted for each condition separately. As reported in the results
section, when using a more lenient filter, a significant Selection × Compatibility
interaction was found, with significant differences between compatible and incompatible trials only for cued mappings. Stars denote significant differences
(p < 0.05). Error bars represent within-participant s.e.m.

3.3. Discussion
In Experiment 2 we found initial evidence in line with the hypothesis that merely instructed novel tasks had a reflexive impact on
behavior insofar they had been previously selected by a retro-cue,
whereas compatible and incompatible responses with unselected task
sets were effectively identical. These results suggest that selective attention, elicited by retro-cues, help in the prioritization of previously
encoded task sets that would otherwise remain in an action-unspecific

4.1. Methods
4.1.1. Participants
A total of 40 undergraduate students (3 males, mean age = 21,
6
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SD = 1.38) from Ghent University participated in exchange for course
credits. All participants were native Dutch speakers and had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision. Given the relatively small effects in
Experiment 2, we estimated the needed sample size assuming a low
effect size (d = 0.2) and a power > 0.8. Two participants were excluded from the analysis due to low accuracy in the inducer task, diagnostic, and/or the memory probe. One additional participant failed to
finish the task and therefore was excluded, resulting in a final sample of
37 participants.9 The study was carried out in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki and participants signed a consent form before
participating in the study.

methodology proposed in Rouder, Morey, Speckman, & Province,
2012). The BF10 (evidence in favor of H1 against evidence for H0) for
the Selection × Compatibility × Interval interaction was 0.42, after
removing the main effect of compatibility. This constitutes close to
moderate evidence for the null hypothesis (Jeffreys, 1998) that the
Interval Factor does not modulate the Selection × compatibility interaction. Similar results were obtained when using RTs and errors alone
(see Table 6 for descriptive statistics and Tables 7 and 8 for full ANOVA
results).
4.2.2. Inducer task
As in Experiment 2, we observed overall good performance in targets
(M error rate = 0.11, SD = 0.07) and memory screens (M = 0.18,
SD = 0.07). Specifically, during memory probes, performance was above
chance in all conditions (one-sample t-test against 0.50; all ts > 5.54, all
ps < 0.001, all ds > 0.97). To explore the effect of selection on recall, we
carried out a repeated-measures ANOVA with the factors Hit, Selection,
and Encoding-Retro-Cue Interval, on the error rates and RTs. When using
RTs, no significant effects were found (all ps > 0.05; although the
Hit × Selection interaction yielded an F = 4.17 and p = 0.052, a Bayesian
analysis revealed no reliable evidence (BF10 = 0.82) for such interaction).
As for error rates, neither the main effects (all ps > 0.27) nor any interaction was significant (all Fs < 1). Last, we tested for any potential relationship between compatibility effects and memory recall by correlating
a compatibility index (extracted as in Experiment 2) with overall memory
performance and encoding time. As in Experiment 2, correlations with
encoding time and RTs were not significant (all ps ≥ 0.05). A Bayesian
counterpart revealed anecdotal evidence for a positive correlation with
error rates (r = 0.32, BF10 = 1.3).

4.1.2. Materials
The same materials as in Experiment 2 were used.
4.1.3. Procedure
The task procedure remained identical to Experiment 2, except for 1)
the configuration of memory probes and 2) the manipulation of the encoding - retro-cue interval. First, to lower the requirements of memory
probes, these now consisted of only one image and one response. Still,
the retro-cue was irrelevant regarding the specific mapping to be probed
in memory screens. As in Experiment 2, participants had to press both
left keys in matching and both right keys in mismatching screens.
Second, to test whether the retention interval between the encoding and
the retro-cue impacted the effect of the latter, we included a blocked
manipulation. In long interval blocks, this interval lasted 1 s, whereas, in
short interval blocks, the retro-cue was displayed immediately after the
offset of the encoding screen. In total, participants performed 192 trials,
from which 75% included one diagnostic task, resulting in 18 observations per design cell (selected compatible/incompatible, unselected
compatible/incompatible, in short, and long intervals). The task was
divided into 6 blocks of 32 trials each. Three of these blocks comprised
short encoding-retro-cue intervals, while the other 3 contained long intervals. Prior to the main task, two practice sessions took place, mimicking the procedure of Experiment 2. In these sessions, the encodingretro-cue interval was either 0 or 1 s, selected randomly.

4.3. Discussion
In Experiment 3, we replicated the main results from Experiment 2,
obtaining specific IBR effects only for mappings that had been selected
by a retro-cue. As in the previous experiment, the results point to a
benefit for selected compatible mappings, rather than costs for incompatible or unselected mappings. Interestingly, we found evidence
towards a null effect of the interval, revealing that the selective prioritization of novel task sets can take place beyond the realm of iconic
memory. Regarding performance in memory probes, we again found
similar recall rates for probes of selected and unselected mappings,
even though the configuration of the probes was less demanding than in
the previous experiments.

4.1.4. Design
A 2 × 2 × 2 within-participant design (Selection; Compatibility; and
Interval [Short/Long]) was employed. IES during the diagnostic trials
and RTs (within ± 2 s.d. of each participant's mean) and error rates
during targets and memory probes were used as dependent measures.
4.2. Results

5. General discussion

4.2.1. Diagnostic trials
A repeated-measures ANOVA on the IES revealed a significant main
effect of Compatibility (F36,1 = 16.72, p < 0.001, η2p = 0.32). Crucially,
this analysis revealed again a significant Selection × Compatibility interaction (F36,1 = 6.63, p = 0.014, η2p = 0.16; see Fig. 4), replicating results from Experiment 2. Specifically, we found significant differences
between compatible (M = 1009, SD = 154) and incompatible trials
(M = 1072, SD = 205) of mappings selected by the retro-cue
(F36,1 = 18.25, p < 0.001, η2p = 0.34), whereas no differences were
found between trials compatible (M = 1040, SD = 139) and incompatible (M = 1058, SD = 169) with unselected mappings
(F36,1 = 2.55, p = 0.12, η2p = 0.07). Moreover, neither the main effect of
Interval, nor its interaction with Selection or Compatibility was significant (all ps > 0.19). The Selection × Compatibility × Interval interaction was not significant either (F = 1.01, p = 0.32).
To determine the reliability of this non-significant finding, we performed a Bayesian ANOVA with the same factors as before (using the

In the present study, we describe for the first time the benefits of
attentional selection in the implementation of novel instructions. By
combining an IBR paradigm with retro-cues we first found that participants were able to use valid retro-cues to enhance the execution of
novel task sets, while still holding in mind optimal representations of
both selected and unselected mappings. Furthermore, in two preregistered experiments, we found and replicated an interaction between
selection and compatibility of diagnostic trials. Specifically, we observed a reflexive activation of responses of only those mappings that
were previously selected by a retro-cue, whereas no evidence of IBR
was found for uncued instructions. As in Experiment 1, the effective use
of the retro-cue did not modulate recall rates. Altogether, these results
extend retro-cues benefits previously reported in visual WM studies to
the implementation of novel tasks and, crucially, reveal an important
role of attentional selection in the emergence of IBR. We propose that
attentional selection could work (potentially together with other processes) as a prioritization mechanism that reformats relevant encoded
task knowledge into an optimal state that entails action-oriented representations (Myers et al., 2017).
Previous studies have extensively reported top-down, strategic control

9
The final sample thus was valid to detect a low effect size (d = 0.2) with
power = 0.84.
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the case of declarative items) or the bridge (in case of procedural WM) can
guide behavior at a certain time. In principle, the intention to implement a
novel instruction would place the specific condition-action links of that
instruction in the bridge, leading to the reflexive activation of responses
(Liefooghe et al., 2012; Liefooghe & De Houwer, 2018; Meiran et al.,
2015b). Within Oberauer's framework, the reported influence of internal
selective attention in reformatting instructions could be conceptualized as
one mechanism through which declarative condition-action links already
present in declarative WM are recoded into the bridge.
One major question stemming from this interpretation is whether this
mechanism is not only necessary but also sufficient. In other words,
whether or not attention must be coupled with additional processes, such
as the intention to implement (see also Liefooghe and De Houwer (2018),
for a similar issue). In this regard, it should be noted that the current
setting does not allow disentangling attentional selection and intention.
Although we have demonstrated that participants benefit from valid
retro-cues (which suggests that retro-cues are eliciting attentional processes that optimize behavior), the specific reflexive effect of selected
mappings could be in principle also driven by the intention to implement
such mappings. Therefore, whether IBR arises as a consequence of attentional selection exclusively or whether it interacts with additional
processes remains unclear. Future studies should try to answer this
question by, for instance, embedding a similar retro-cue procedure in a
task where participants have to memorize (instead of implement) novel
S-R mappings. This would allow observing if attention by itself generates
IBR effects, even without the intention to implement.
Our results resonate with the general idea that attention and action
are tightly intertwined (e.g. Allport, 1987) and, in particular, with
theoretical accounts that propose a bidirectional influence of action
information in attentional processing (Fagioli, Ferlazzo, & Hommel,
2007; Fagioli, Hommel, & Schubotz, 2007; Soto, Hodsoll, Rotshtein, &
Humphreys, 2008). In this regard, previous studies have revealed that
novel instructions can modulate early attentional processes (Tibboel,
Liefooghe, & De Houwer, 2016). In their study, Tibboel et al. (2016),
demonstrated that the establishment of an action plan via instructions

Fig. 4. Mean inverse efficiency scores during diagnostic trials of Experiment 3.
Replicating results from the second experiment, we found a significant
Selection × Compatibility interaction and differences between compatible and
incompatible trials only for cued mappings. Stars denote significant differences
(p < 0.05). Error bars represent within-participant s.e.m.

over the reflexive effects of instructed mappings (Liefooghe et al., 2013;
Wenke et al., 2009; Whitehead & Egner, 2018). This has led to the speculation that instructions can be represented in two differentiated functional states, one related to the maintenance of declarative task knowledge, and another, linked to specific action-oriented task sets and in
principle activated via the intention to implement (Brass et al., 2017). The
current study reveals a mechanism through which relevant declarative
items can be reformatted into these condition-action task sets. Our results
can be interpreted within Oberauer's WM model (Oberauer, 2009). This
model proposes an architecture with two subsystems, declarative (in
charge of maintaining information without a specific action plan) and
procedural WM (action-bound rules). Furthermore, the model predicts that
several items can be held in declarative and procedural WM, but that only
a number of relevant representations placed in the region of direct access (in

Table 6
Descriptive statistics (mean and standard deviation) for diagnostic trials of Experiment 3.
Measure

Short CTI

Long CTI

Selected

RTs
ER
IES

Unselected

Selected

Unselected

Comp.

Incomp.

Comp.

Incomp.

Comp.

Incomp.

Comp.

Incomp.

995 (135)
0.01 (0.02)
1003 (135)

1034 (145)
0.04 (0.07)
1084 (220)

999 (151)
0.03 (0.05)
1035 (172)

1009 (134)
0.03 (0.04)
1046 (159)

993 (147)
0.02 (0.05)
1015 (175)

1015 (142)
0.04 (0.07)
1060 (191)

1029 (135)
0.01 (0.04)
1045 (147)

1031 (161)
0.03 (0.05)
1070 (181)

Table 7
ANOVA results for Experiment 3 using RTs.

CTI
Residual
Selection
Residual
Compatibility
Residual
CTI ∗ Selection
Residual
CTI ∗ Compatibility
Residual
Selection ∗ Compatibility
Residual
CTI ∗ Selection ∗ Compatibility
Residual

Sum of squares

df

Mean square

F

p

η2p

4796.2
440,430.4
4651.1
121,421.5
25,413.8
117,441.2
25,233.9
139,068.1
2586.5
103,221.3
11,350.7
98,928.6
493.3
145,665.2

1
36
1
36
1
36
1
36
1
36
1
36
1
36

4796.2
12,234.2
4651.1
3372.8
25,413.8
3262.3
25,233.9
3863.0
2586.5
2867.3
11,350.7
2748.0
493.3
4046.3

0.392

0.535

0.011

1.379

0.248

0.037

7.790

0.008

0.178

6.532

0.015

0.154

0.902

0.349

0.024

4.131

0.050

0.103

0.122

0.729

0.003

Note. Type III sum of squares.
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Table 8
ANOVA results for Experiment 3 using error rates.

CTI
Residual
Selection
Residual
Compatibility
Residual
CTI ∗ Selection
Residual
CTI ∗ Compatibility
Residual
Selection ∗ Compatibility
Residual
CTI ∗ Selection ∗ Compatibility
Residual

Sum of squares

df

Mean square

F

p

η2p

5.274e−4
0.130
5.629e−4
0.058
0.021
0.082
0.003
0.050
2.036e−4
0.091
0.003
0.047
0.004
0.081

1
36
1
36
1
36
1
36
1
36
1
36
1
36

5.274e−4
0.004
5.629e−4
0.002
0.021
0.002
0.003
0.001
2.036e−4
0.003
0.003
0.001
0.004
0.002

0.146

0.704

0.004

0.352

0.557

0.010

9.203

0.004

0.204

2.099

0.156

0.055

0.080

0.779

0.002

2.120

0.154

0.056

1.903

0.176

0.050

Note. Type III sum of squares.

et al., 2018), our results suggest that as long as unselected mappings are
still somewhat relevant (as is the case in this study) prioritization
benefits can emerge without hindering the declarative representation of
the uncued mappings. In this regard, future studies should explore the
effects of effectively tagging the uncued mappings as irrelevant. In such
a situation, participants could drop this information from WM and a
selection effect could potentially also take place in recall performance.
Similarly, if IBR effects are understood as a result of shielding relevant
representations from interference (Meiran et al., 2015b), it would be
interesting to explore whether dropping irrelevant information enhances or reduces IBR effects.
In sum, in the current study, we report the specific effects of attentional selection on the implementation of novel task sets. Across
three experiments, we found evidence towards the hypothesis that attentional selection prioritizes previously encoded instructions, reformatting them into a highly-accessible, action-oriented representation. This prioritization entails benefits for execution and does not come
at a cost for unselected mappings as long as they are task-relevant.
Altogether, our findings support the idea that two differentiated cognitive processes underlie the implementation of novel task sets, one
related to maintaining task knowledge, and a second one, action-bound.
Critically, they provide, for the first time, evidence that attention to
action (Allport, 1987; Tibboel et al., 2016) might be the bridging mechanism between such two states.

(e.g. if I see DOG, press right) biased attention towards the encoded
stimulus (in the previous example, DOG). Importantly, they showed
that this bias can take place even if the action plan has never been
executed before, as it is the case with novel instructions, but that it
disappears if participants' goal is to memorize (instead of implement)
the instruction. This shows that linking the representation of a stimulus
with the intention to perform an action consolidates it in a prioritized
state compared to competing representations in WM. Our findings
suggest that this attentional bias to relevant content, in turn, reformats
it into a prioritized, action-oriented state in WM.
Furthermore, although not directly related to the main aim of the
present study, our results might also shed some light on the debate of
whether proceduralization can be understood as merely deeper declarative processing or rather as a differentiated cognitive state. If
procedural representations reflect simply deeper declarative representations, then retro-cue benefits should be observed in actionbound processes but also in recall performance. In this regard, our results reveal a specific effect of selection on action-bound processes. This
interpretation would be in line with the idea that task implementation
entails a unique state in WM that is, first, action-oriented, and second,
at least partially distinct from the mere maintenance of task knowledge
in WM (Brass et al., 2017). However, a definitive answer to this question goes beyond the goal of the current study, which was optimized to
measure the effect of selection on action processes but not on memory
recall. It should be mentioned that although there is extensive evidence
of retro-cue benefits in recall performance (see Souza & Oberauer,
2016), our findings are not incompatible with these. In such studies,
retro-cues signal which items will be probed next in a recall test. This
differs from the current study, in which the retro-cue is exclusively
informative for inducer task targets and not for recall screens. This
suggests that whereas in visual WM studies retro-cues operate on declarative representations, in the current study they prioritize action
components of instructions. Therefore, as it has been suggested before,
it seems appropriate to conceive retro-cues as inducers of a behavioroptimized state for upcoming demands (Myers et al., 2017), independently of the specific defining features of that state. As mentioned
above, future studies should explore the specific role of attentional
selection in the declarative maintenance of novel task sets.
Last, a question that derives from our findings is whether selection
of task sets operates in a zero-sum fashion. Given that prioritization is
likely a limited-capacity process (Myers et al., 2017), one possibility is
that it comes at a cost of the representations of the unselected mappings. In contrast with this idea, we first observed that IBR effects seem
to reflect a benefit for selected compatible responses, rather than a
conflict-related cost for incompatible or unselected mappings. Second,
in all three experiments, we observed overall optimal memory performance and, importantly, similar recall patterns for selected and unselected mappings. Altogether, and in line with recent findings (Myers
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